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In this week's recap: After setting new highs, market rattled by unexpected trading
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THE WEEK ON WALL STREET

Despite strong corporate earnings, stock prices closed lower after a volatile week of trading
triggered by unprecedented activity in a handful of companies.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 3.27%, while the Standard & Poor's 500 fell 3.31%. The
Nasdaq Composite index dropped 3.49% for the week. The MSCI EAFE index, which tracks developed
overseas stock markets, slipped 1.83%.1,2,3

BULL MARKET TAKES A BREATHER

On Monday, the S&P 500 and NASDAQ Composite overcame early losses to post new all‐time highs.4

Stocks rode a roller coaster on Wednesday, falling sharply despite above‐consensus earnings results,
only to come roaring back the following day. Stocks suffered another broad retreat on Friday,
sending the major indices to their worst weekly performance since October.4,5

Earnings continued to surprise to the upside, with 81% of companies in the S&P 500 that reported
results by last Thursday morning exceeding analysts' expectations.6

SHORTS COME INTO FOCUS

The ability of social media to stoke passions and provide a catalyst to herd behavior made itself
evident on Wall Street last week.

A chat forum became the central hub for motivating individual investors to trade certain stocks with
large short positions. This unexpected buying activity roiled markets and fueled a sharp rise in their
stock prices. The sudden surge higher forced some fund managers to buy stocks in these companies
at higher prices, resulting in substantial losses for the firms.

It's difficult to say whether this social media phenomenon has long‐term implications, though it is
likely to change how professional investors evaluate trading strategies in the future.
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In order to sell short, you are required to open a margin account. Selling short is not suitable for all
investors. Margin trading entails greater risk, including the risk of unlimited losses in a position and
incurrence of margin interest debt. You should consider your financial situation and risk tolerance
before trading on margin. Margin credit is extended by National Financial Services, Member NYSE,
SIPC.

 

THE WEEK AHEAD: KEY ECONOMIC DATA

Monday: Ins tute for Supply Management (ISM) Manufacturing Index.

Wednesday: Automated Data Processing (ADP) Employment Report. Ins tute for Supply
Management (ISM) Services Index.

Thursday: Jobless Claims. Factory Orders.

Friday: Employment Situa on Report.
 

 

Q U O T E   O F   T H E   W E E K
 

"Saying that low interest rates 'justify' extreme stock market
 

valuations is like saying that poking yourself in the eye 'justifies'
 

slamming your thumb with a hammer"
 

JOHN HUSSMAN
 

 



OF NOTE
 
Millions of Americans watched in disbelief as GameStop (GME) shares rocketed to the moon this
week. The stock is up 2,400% in the last month.
 
What captured the American psyche wasn't just the video game retailer's meteoric rise, but rather
that a sub‐group inside Reddit bested famed Wall Street shortsellers. Users of Reddit's
WallStreetBets forum sent shares of companies like GME, AMC, NOK and BB to the stratosphere. It
was a classic "short squeeze". A short squeeze occurs when a stock or other asset jumps sharply
higher, forcing traders who had bet that its price would fall, to buy it in order to forestall even
greater losses. Their scramble to buy only adds to the upward pressure on the stock's price which
apparently had people crying in the hedge fund world.
 
Then all hell broke loose mid‐week. Brokerage firms like Robinhood, Interactive Brokers and TD
Ameritrade restricted trading in these companies. It became a classic "Wall Street vs. Main Street"
story. Class action lawsuits were filed and conspiracy theories about shortseller and brokerage firm
collusion circulated, before the exchanges finally capitulated removing restrictions on trading
shares.
 
But the damage was done. Bruised "retail" investors argued that the game was rigged against them
and someone should go to jail. In a funny twist of irony, polar‐opposite lawmakers Alexandria Ocasio‐
Cortez and Ted Cruz agreed something must be done.7
 

What's also interesting is that "Dark Pools" owned by the biggest names on Wall Street – such as
Goldman Sachs' Sigma X2, JPMorgan Chase's JPM‐X, UBS' UBSA, Morgan Stanley's MSPL, and Credit
Suisse's Crossfinder — have been making tens of thousands of trades in the shares of GameStop on
an ongoing weekly basis.  FINRA, Wall Street's purported self‐regulator, reports the Dark Pool data
on a stale basis, two to three weeks after the trading has occurred. It is then lumped together for
the whole week, rendering it less than useful in terms of monitoring price manipulation.
 
It's a fair guess that you haven't heard a peep about Dark Pools on the evening news. The fact that
you haven't is a perfect commentary on why some commentators believe mainstream media is
failing the American people when it comes to exposing Wall Street's serial looting of the little guy.
 
However, when a bunch of quixotic posters on a Reddit message board can be parlayed into the
exciting narrative of a Robinhood band taking on the evil hedge funds, it goes viral on the evening
news.
 
What's being ignored in all the current hoopla is that the largest federally‐insured banks in this
country, that now double as trading casinos and Dark Pools thanks to the repeal of the Glass‐Steagall
Act, have every incentive to suck in the small investor at the top of a market bubble in order to
create an escape route for themselves. It's called "distribution" and it occurs, by hook or crook, at
the top of every market bubble.8
 

https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/wall-street-david-goliath-story-goliaths-fall-75514180
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Know someone who could use information like this? 
Please feel free to send us their contact information via phone or email. (Don't worry – we'll request

their permission before adding them to our mailing list.)

Investing involves risks, and investment decisions should be based on your own goals, time horizon, and tolerance for risk. The return and principal
value of investments will fluctuate as market conditions change. When sold, investments may be worth more or less than their original cost.

The forecasts or forward‐looking statements are based on assumptions, may not materialize, and are subject to revision without notice.

The market indexes discussed are unmanaged, and generally, considered representative of their respective markets. Index performance is not
indicative of the past performance of a particular investment. Indexes do not incur management fees, costs, and expenses. Individuals cannot directly
invest in unmanaged indexes. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is an unmanaged index that is generally considered representative of large‐capitalization companies on the U.S.
stock market. Nasdaq Composite is an index of the common stocks and similar securities listed on the Nasdaq stock market and is considered a broad
indicator of the performance of technology and growth companies. The MSCI EAFE Index was created by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI)
and serves as a benchmark of the performance of major international equity markets, as represented by 21 major MSCI indexes from Europe,
Australia, and Southeast Asia. The S&P 500 Composite Index is an unmanaged group of securities that are considered to be representative of the
stock market in general.

U.S. Treasury Notes are guaranteed by the federal government as to the timely payment of principal and interest. However, if you sell a Treasury Note
prior to maturity, it may be worth more or less than the original price paid. Fixed income investments are subject to various risks including changes in
interest rates, credit quality, inflation risk, market valuations, prepayments, corporate events, tax ramifications and other factors.

International investments carry additional risks, which include differences in financial reporting standards, currency exchange rates, political risks
unique to a specific country, foreign taxes and regulations, and the potential for illiquid markets. These factors may result in greater share price
volatility.

Please consult your financial professional for additional information.

This content is developed from sources believed to be providing accurate information. The information in this material is not intended as tax or legal
advice. Please consult legal or tax professionals for specific information regarding your individual situation. This material was developed and produced
by FMG Suite to provide information on a topic that may be of interest. FMG is not affiliated with the named representative, financial professional,
Registered Investment Advisor, Broker‐Dealer, nor state‐ or SEC‐registered investment advisory firm. The opinions expressed and material provided
are for general information, and they should not be considered a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security.

Copyright 2021 FMG Suite.
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